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Currency Manipulation or Plain Politics?
America may engage with IMF to eliminate
unfair competition.

The Intuition Know-How Library consists several
tutorials related to this article:
•

Foreign Exchange- 12 Tutorials
o The Foreign Exchange Business
o FX Spot Market - An Introduction
o FX Spot Market - Trading
o FX Forward Market - An Introduction
o FX Forward Market - Calculating
Swap/Forward Points & Cross Rates
o FX Forward Market - Uses of Outrights &
FX Swaps
o FX Forward Market - Short-Dated
Outrights & FX Swaps FX Forward Market
- Cross-Currency Borrowing & Investing
o FX Forward Market - FX Swap Trading
o FX Forward Market - Non-Deliverable
Forwards (NDFs)
o Foreign Exchange-Factors Influencing
Exchange Rates
o FX Swaps & Outrights – Scenario

•

Economic Analysis-12 Tutorials
o Economic Indicators - An Introduction
o GDP Indicators
o Business Cycle Indicators
o Inflation Indicators
o Labor Market Indicators
o Trade Indicators
o Monetary Policy Analysis
o Fiscal Policy Analysis
o And More…
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America claims China is manipulating its currency
and will engage with the IMF to eliminate unfair
competition. This follows the USDCNY breach of
the psychological 7 level. This is more a symbolic
move than a substantive one, but it dials up the
pressure in a trade war that has rapidly escalated
into a currency war, harming businesses,
consumers and others that depend on steady
relations between the world’s two largest
economies.
U.S. law sets out three criteria for identifying
currency manipulation: a global current account
surplus, a significant bilateral trade surplus with
the United States and persistent one-way
intervention in foreign exchange markets. The
Treasury demand special talks, with penalizing
action to follow. The Treasury designated Taiwan
and SK as manipulators in 1988, and China was the
last country to get the designation, in 1994.
In the last 6mths CNY has depreciated 4% whilst
the USD has depreciated 5.7% against JPY.
‘Depreciation’ is strange terminology for a
currency that is the same dollar level as in 2016.
During 2005-2014, China did systematically
intervene to weaken Renminbi, but since then it
actually adopted a strong Yuan policy, whilst the
US had a strong USD policy for a long time but now
is also actively looking for ways to weaken the US.
US say China’s actions violate its commitment to
refrain from competitive devaluation as part of the
Group of 20 industrialized countries. The US
Treasury said it expect China to adhere to those
commitments and not target China’s exchange
rate for competitive purposes.
China’s PBOC said that these actions will cause
chaos in markets, and will not use the exchange
rate as a tool to deal with trade disputes, warning
the US to ”rein in its horse before the precipice,
and be aware of its errors, and turn back from the
wrong path”. It also blamed CNY weakness on
effects of economy of US Tariffs (25% on $250b,
10% on $300b).

But China is not intervening, ironically it has
stopped intervening (from supporting the Yuan!!)
and could actually be accused of letting the
markets determine the Yuan level, note it is still
tightening liquidity which actually supports the
Yuan. The yuan didn’t fall on Monday because
China pushed it down; it fell because China failed
to keep pushing it up. That may have been
contrary to U.S. interests, but it’s the opposite of
currency manipulation.
Trump has been personally accusing China since
2016 and using the presidential tweet said “We
look forward to continuing our positive dialogue
with China on a comprehensive Trade Deal, and
feel that the future between our two countries will
be a very bright one!”
Countries always have currency policies/targets,
and this has no different from rate or inflation
targets and policies. They act to stimulate or
dampen economic activity when they feel it is
needed. Regardless of who is in the right you need
to understand the how/why/implications.
The topics covered in Intuition Asia Perspectives are
current developments or topics currently in the
market. Intuition Asia provides bespoke learning
solutions, both eLearning and Instructor-led courses.
These can also be blended in a program to provide
the most effective form of learning. These workshops
can be structured as lunch & learns, webinars or full
day deliveries. Clients can use these to keep their
workforce updated with the latest developments in
the market and complete their mandatory CPD
learning hours.

For Intuition blended learning related to this
article, some of our popular workshops include:
•
•
•

Disciplined Trading, Less Risk, More Reward Technical Analysis With Behavioral Finance
FX As An Investable Asset Class In The Fintech
Era
Asian Currencies – Interest Rates & Other Key
Drivers

Get in touch with your Intuition account manager at
asiainfo@intuition.com for more details
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The Fallout from 1MDB
Financial Management and its importance in
financial services industry
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the latest article.
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